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Good composition is the process of 
arranging forms and tones in a way that is 
pleasing and that guides the viewer's eye to 
bring attention to your subject 

Inserted slides, regarding B cards.. 

Good composition : 



Your eye will wander and search.  

 

A hallmark of bad composition: I'm not sure 
what am I supposed to look at?  

Bad composition : 



A clearly defined subject, 

Background,  

A sense of balance,  

A point of view,  

A degree of simplicity (anything not helping 
the composition, shouldn’t be there.) 

compositional idea: 



Good type choices can boost communication 
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Good type choices can boost communication 
 



Type is important 

!  Type conveys information 
!  Good type usage isn’t just a matter of 

aesthetics, it’s a matter of strong legible 
communication. 

!  Eg: highway sign, prescription packages design. 



Need to be read clear at night, raining or 
serious weather conditions 



Need to be read by people with all ages. 

Bad design, hard to read. 



Need to be read by people with all ages. 
Much better design 



Typographic elements interacts. 

!  They exist in a relationship 
to one another. 

!  They must be balanced in 
size, weight, position, 
orientation… 



With little feet 

Without little feet 



Anatomy of letters 



Compare Georgia & Verdana 

Anatomy of letters 



Serif Sans Serif 

Anatomy of letters 



Anatomy of letters 











https://typekit.com/ 



 
Sans serif       Without serifs 
Serif                   With serifs 
Slab serif       Thick, block-like serifs 
Script                 Flowing or calligraphic 
Blackletter       Gothic script, “Old English” 
Monospaced    Fixed-width 
Hand                  Handwritten or handmade 
Decorative       Swashes, distressed, irregular 

https://typekit.com/ 



 
Weight Thickness of the strokes 
Width                Width of the letterforms 
x-height  Ratio of lowercase height to height of capitals 
Contrast  Ratio of thin strokes to thick strokes 
Standard  Upper and lowercase letters, as in “Type” 
All caps  All capitals or small capitals, as in “TYPE” 

https://typekit.com/ 





Text type: effortless to read 

!  Goal: smooth reading 
!  No conscious effort at all to see the shapes of 

the letters. 
!  Common treats: 

!  Open spaces in side the letters. 
!  Body height is tall 
!  Rhythmic and repetitive shapes 
!  Medium weight. 





Display text 

!  Unique form to announce and amplify its 
content 

!  Should be used in a small quantities and with 
restraint 

!  A little intense sweetness goes a long way 





Type classification 
beyond just serif and sans serif 
 



Oldstyle 

!  Created between the late 15th century and the mid 
18th century. 

!  They have low contrast between thick and thin 
strokes 

!  They have the long ascenders and descenders 
!  Within the body they have smallish spaces. 



Transitional 

!  Transitional represents the stylistic bridge between 
Oldstyle and MODERN, mid 18th Cen 

!  Higher contrast between thick and thin strokes 
!  Stress, it is an imaginary line connecting the 

thinnest parts of an O,  
     is more vertical 



Modern 

!  Appearance in the late 18th century 
!  Extreme contrast between thick and thin strokes  
!  The ultra thin un-bracketed serifs 



Slab Serif 

!  Emerged in the mid 18th century 
!  Useful for advertising and signage, because of 

their weight and strong presence.  
!  characteristic of Slab Serif is the lack of contrast 

between strokes. 



Gothic (Grosteque) 

!  Have slight variations in stroke width 
!  The letters are fairly wide  
!  The rounded letters are often a bit squared off 



!  The movie: Helvetica 
!  http://www.helveticafilm.com/watchnow.html 
!  Que netflix 



Humanist 

!  Humanist has the proportions of classical Roman 
letters. 



Geometric  

!  They are based on the Geometric forms of the 
circle, square, and triangle.  

!  Reflects the modernist movement of the early 
20th century. 



!  Venetian – has a look created by human hand 
!  Old style – type writer look, printing technology 
!  Transitional – increased contrast between thin/thick strokes. 
!  Modern – exaggerated contrast between thin/thick strokes, 

and flat serif. 
!  Slab serif – usually with strict geometry structure. 
!  Other serif fonts – booming of web font design 
!  San serif – don’t have serif 
!  Geometric sans – based on circles, or triangles 
!  Humanist Sans – various thickness, have a humanist feeling. 
!  Hand writing 

 

Classify font types 



Typography 
 
!  No bad fonts, just inappropriate fonts 
!  Readable and accessible 
!  Style 
!  Selection of the font group and when to choose 

which 

 

Develop a Style Guide 



 
Harmony – common physical feature 
Contrast – not too similar, some differences 
Use different font identify hierarchy 
 
 
 

Pairing fonts 



In many cases you might be better off selecting just one 
Typeface which has a large family of variations. 
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In many cases you might be better off selecting just one 
Typeface which has a large family of variations. 
 





Indicating hierarchy using color/shade/transparency 



Pairing fonts: create contrast 

!  A common situation is: 
    body text + headlines.  
!  Your Text Type choice will most likely be a 

Serif text face.  
!  So for contrast, you will want to look for 

something like a Sans Serif that has a variety of 
bold weights. 







 A common mistake in combining Typefaces who have very different yet 
Strong Stylistic details. 
They conflict with one another, and looking very unhappy together. 



!  Choose one simple piece and one complex 
piece work well, that way the stylistic details 
of both can be appreciated. 

!  Choosing two simple pieces of Typefaces 
works well too. 

!  Differentiation is the key: the elements should 
compliment one another.  

!  Let good taste be your guide.  

Pairing fonts 



“The task before us is simple to make beautiful 
letters and to arrange them well.” 

Edward Johnston, the father of modern calligraphy 





Kerning is the adjustment of the spaces between 
two specific letters.  





Leading create dense or airy feels 



widows 



Orphans  



Gaps and Rivers of space 



Alignment 



Alignment 

Not good for lengthy 
reading because the 
eye will have a hard 
time finding the next 
line on the left 



Alignment 



Alignment 
Most used on an invitation 
Not good for lengthy reading 



Random arrangements can be visually exciting, not good for 
lengthy reading.  
Type can be set in curves, patterns or shapes for dramatic effect. 



Selecting the proper alignment or mix of alignments will 
help your reader navigate and can add a dynamic quality 
to your layouts. 





Creating Contrast in size 



Creating Contrast in size 



!  Your message will always be most powerful 
when the words and the image are a perfect 
match.  

!  A sense of play 

!  Think about how you might modify the shapes 
of the letters or arrange or customize them to 
bring additional meaning to the words. 

Expressive typography  



 
How will this be communicated, visually? 
 
 
 





















Robert Massin is a French graphic designer, art director and typographer who is 
notable for his innovative experimentation with expressive forms of typographic 
composition.  











Lou Dorfsman 

 
“Clear typography, simple slogans and smart 
illustration.” – New York Times 
 

Louis "Lou" Dorfsman (1918 – October 22, 2008) was a graphic designer 
who oversaw almost every aspect of the advertising and corporate identity 
for CBS in his 40 years with the network. 





















































!  Title for Learn self defense 
!  Title for a dog with a cat inside 











https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnZr0wiG1Hg 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IxEg8Nthi8 
 











Working with type on complex patterns and backgrounds 



Working with type on complex patterns and backgrounds 



Problems with online delivery 

Pixelization 



Anti-aliasing 

Using intermediate colored pixels 
around the edge of letterforms 



Fonts resources 
 
!  http://www.google.com/webfonts 
!  https://typekit.com/ 
!  http://www.microsoft.com/typography/default.mspx 
!  http://www.type.co.uk/ 
!  http://www.goodwebfonts.com/ 

 
 
 

Develop a Style Guide 


